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The adoption of digital design has offered new computational methods improving
and deepening the morphological dimension of architectural production.
Algorithmic and parametric design associated with new fabrication technologies
have made generating increasingly complex shapes possible, forming the basis of
non-standard architecture. Such approaches raise many interesting questions like
the qualitative and functional dimensions of the provided architectural spaces,
which remains a very fiercely debated topic in the field of CAAD. This paper
looks for the qualitative and functional spatial requirements that ought to be
taken into account in these practices to accompany the quantitative data on which
models are currently founded, thus providing the possibility of a more complete
vision of new space, recognising that space is perceived is a reading of many
factors, both measurable and un-measurable.
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INTRODUCTION
The continuous development of digital design tools
has been concentrated in recent years, especially
on the morphological side of architectural produc-
tion, leaving the functional and qualitative aspects
of provided spaces barely explored. Architectural
production is based on spatial requirements deter-
mined at an early stage of the design process. These
requirements are given in the form of geometrical
constraints (e.g. length, width, ceiling height, etc.),
but also and mainly in the form of non-geometrical
ones (e.g. ambiance, accessibility, relation between
spaces, visibility, communication, etc.). Current BIM
practices do not take those non-geometrical spatial
requirements into consideration since they are based
on the use of measured standards and codifications,

which transform all building information into quan-
titative data. Thus, only constructive information is
taken into account during the design phases (Siala
and al. 2016). The qualitative and functional dimen-
sions of architecture, on which the whole design de-
pends in most cases, are not considered. The main
questionwhich therefore arises is howexactly to take
into account and represent information about spaces
within BIM tools. This concerns information on the
scale of the space itself as an empty, invisible and
immaterial building entity. It also concerns informa-
tion on the scale of the properties of space, especially
non-geometrical ones, like qualitative and topolog-
ical (or functional) requirements. Non-geometrical
information can ensure the transition of the design
model, from a set of design requirements expressed
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by the future user (owner) of the building (described
space) to a finally constructed space (physical space),
going through the design phases (virtual space).

In our approach, we discuss the concept of ar-
chitectural space as a key concept allowing the inte-
gration of qualitative and topological spatial require-
ments in current collaborativepractices. If thosenon-
geometrical parameters could influence the evolu-
tion of the design model according to the future
user’s needs, their presence in BIM tools would be
crucial. So which are the relevant non-geometrical
requirements that should be taken into account and
what could be their form of representation in BIM
tools? Regarding these matters and based on an in-
vestigative and analysing work, we propose identi-
fying and representing relevant non-geometrical re-
quirements necessary to describe spaces during the
design phases. This restructuring approach aims to
take into account non-geometrical spatial require-
ments, especially qualitative and topological ones, in
current collaborative usages. The overall goal of this
study is to enable designers to measure, predict, as-
sess, comprehend and manage the layout of spaces
and their quality, respectiveof new requirements, de-
fined at an early stage of the design process.

In this paper, we first focus on the status of archi-
tectural space information in recent research works
to identify the need for space representation. Then,
we look for the relevant non-geometrical require-
ments that should be taken into account in current
collaborative uses. Afterwards, we try to provide a re-
structuring approach for the identified requirements
to allow for their integration and management in
current BIM tools as spatial parameters. By the end
of this paper, our space model inclusive of relevant
qualitative and topological spatial requirements will
be demonstrated. A discussion dealing with our fu-
ture work will explain how to guide current digital
design tools towards the qualitative and functional
dimensions of architecture.

INFORMATION ABOUT SPACES IN RECENT
RESEARCHWORKS
When performing design tasks, architects give space
not only a form (geometrical properties), but also a
sense (non-geometrical information like ambiance,
quality, relation between spaces, etc). Based on a re-
quested program, they provide design models that
tend to satisfy the future user requirements. User re-
quirements are usually given in terms of spatial qual-
ity and topology (e.g. the intentions required by a
house owner might be ”The living room has to en-
joy a maximum of sunshine with visibility on the gar-
den. Itmust be close to thebathroomandcommunicat-
ing directly with the kitchen”). To identify how space
is described in recent research works, several works
dealing with space data modelling have been inves-
tigated. Between the investigated models, we em-
phasise the following:

• The IFC model [1]
• KIM model (KIM 2015)
• Ekholm model (Ekholm 2000)
• Bjork model (Bjork 1992)

Based on this analysis work, we noticed that most of
the investigated space models focus on the quanti-
tative properties of spaces (e.g. geometric proper-
ties, position, quantity, etc. IFC, Ekholm and Bjork
models include partial descriptions of topology of
spaces, since they allow a space to be decomposed
into sub-spaces and admit that a space can belong
to a larger spatial structure (zone, floor, etc.). How-
ever, none of the analysedmodels dealt with the pos-
sible topological requirements on a space. Proposing
a method for automatic updates of spatial require-
ments, Kim focuses especially on quantitative ones
(geometrical requirements, quantity requirements,
etc.). Between all the observed works, only the IFC
model includes an aspect of qualitative spatial re-
quirements (e.g. whether the space requires artifi-
cial lighting, whether an external view is desirable,
the activity type of the space, etc). All the remaining
qualitative spatial requirements possible are not sup-
ported by all investigated models. Qualitative spa-
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tial requirements consist of descriptions about the
intended whole ambiance of a space (e.g. acoustic,
thermal, hygrometric, lighting, safety and coating re-
quirements).

IDENTIFICATION OF SPATIAL REQUIRE-
MENTS
Our purpose in this section is not only to illustrate
the different requirement types on a space, but also
to discern relevant ones to integrate into current BIM
usages. Our method is based on the content analysis
of written descriptions of design requirements. This
analysis work was organised around three chrono-
logical phases, as structuredbyWanlin (Wanlin 2007),
the pre-analysis work, the tools exploitation, as well
as the results treatment, inference and interpreta-
tions.

The pre-analysis work
Thepreliminarywork concerns the first phase of intu-
ition and organisation in order to operationalise and
systematise the initial ideas to arrive at an analysis
schema. To represent the possible concepts describ-
ing requirements on spaces, we focused on architec-
tural programming studies developed by specialised
agencies in architectural programming. From the
available and accessible ones, those having themost
detailed descriptions of spatial requirements were
privileged. To collect the maximum amount of data,
we selected several representative types of real pub-
lic construction works. Among investigated public
works, we emphasise the following:

• The schooler and extracurricular group of
Vany, Fance (2013)

• The elementary school of Saint Antonin,
France (2016)

• Elsa Triolet College of Thaon Les Vosges,
France (2017)

• The emergency Center of Dieulouard, France
(2013)

• The nursery andparental care center of Laxou,
France (2015)

• The multidisciplinary health center of

Montchanin, France (2015)

In the first empirical step, we started by acquaint-
ing ourselves with the collected documents. This al-
lowed us to limit the investigation scope letting im-
pressions and certain orientations come about dur-
ing the reading and re-reading of each program-
ming study. Spatial requirements are described in
explanatory texts, tables and diagrams. We pro-
ceeded by gathering the close or similar words (lex-
ical words) used to qualify spatial requirements and
joining them with their relating descriptions. The
identified words and descriptions have constituted
the basis of the second analysis step.

This study focuses only on objective spatial re-
quirements, which have factual referents. Require-
ments like ‘pleasant space,’ ‘cheerful space,’ and
‘warm space’ are completely subjective requirements
and cannot be considered in this study.

Table 1
Example of
Accessibility
Requirements
Categorisation

The hardware operation
This second phase consistsmainly in carrying out the
coding, counting or enumeration operations accord-
ing to the specifications previously formulated. It in-
volves in turn two steps:

The first step concern the categorisation opera-
tions, in which we elaborated a grid of categories, is
the first step. We started associating each identified
word used to qualify a space with the related adjec-
tives. For example, the word lighting was associated
with natural or artificial, direct or indirect, zenithal,
controlled, etc. Then, words belonging to the same
family (having a common cardinal) were grouped
under a generic heading. For example, the words
Access, Accessible, Accessibility, etc. were grouped
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Table 2
Topological
requirements
condensed grid of
categories

under the generic heading Access (table 1). Next,
headingswere gathered in turn, by synonyms and/or
antonyms under the same title, in order to provide a
condensed and simplified representation of the raw
data. For example, the headings Access, Entrance,
exit, etc. were classified under the title Accessibil-
ity. Finally, titles were classified by type. For exam-
ple, titles Accessibility and Relation and arrangement
were classified as Topological requirements, where
Accessibility gathers requirements concerning the ac-
cess to space and the exits, Relation groups require-
ments about connection between spaces (relation-
ship, pathways, traffic, distribution, communication,
separation, etc.) and arrangement gathers the adja-
cency requirements (proximity, layout, etc.).

This step has allowed us to identify and appre-
hend the different types of spatial requirements. Il-

lustrated spatial requirements are classified into five
types, namely: geometrical requirements (shape
and dimensions), quantity requirements, occu-
pancy requirements (Equipment, number of oc-
cupants, occupancy duration, activity type, etc.),
topological requirements andqualitative require-
ments. Among these requirement types, we are
primarily concerned with non-geometrical require-
ments, in particular topological and qualitative ones.

The second step involves filling the grid accord-
ing to the identified words and their descriptions
with the related usage frequency. Software support-
ingqualitative andcombined researchmethodswere
used to systematise the coding and counting works
(NVivo [2] ). The topological anand qualitative re-
quirements condensed grids of categories are shown
in Tables 2 and 3.
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Interpretation, inference and validation
In this last phase, the raw data is treated using sim-
ple statistical operations (based on percentages) to
be meaningful. The results are summarised in di-
agrams (Figure 1) that condense and highlight the
information provided by the analysis work. A final
step in this analysis work focused on the results ver-
ification. Our approach was verified by statistical
tests on a new real public work programming study.
This verification was carried out on a project that
falls within the educational framework since half of
the analysed programming studies belongs to edu-
cational institution projects. The selected program-
ming study concerns the kindergarten of Jean Jau-
res, Libourne -France (2012). We noticed in this final

step that results were very close and in some cases
even statistically identical. It should, however, be
noted that slight differenceswhich do not exceed 6%
were found in certain descriptions . The verification
work has enabled this study to identify new families
of words synonymous with those presented in this
analysis work.

DISCUSSION
Topological requirements are described in texts, di-
agrams and functional flow charts, which explain
the required arrangement between spaces, the rela-
tionship between them and accessibility constraints.
Topological descriptions are almost fixed and recur-
rent in all analysed programming studies. Figure

Table 3
An excerpt from
qualitative
requirements
condensed grid of
categories
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Figure 1
Topological (1-a)
and qualitative
(1-b) requirements,
descriptions and
related use
frequency.

1.a shows that the must used topological require-
ments are: the arrangement of spaces (close to, next
to, near, etc.), the type of communication relation
between spaces (visual or physical), the accessibil-
ity type (main or secondary) and constraints (width,
height, etc.), the type of connection relationbetween
spaces (direct or indirect), etc.

Figure 1.b shows that much of the qualitative
descriptions are indicated to raise awareness about
the importanceof certainqualitative aspects of space
(e.g. air-conditioning, heating, ventilation, noise,
etc). For example, 42% of acoustic requirement de-
scriptions revert to existing standards and regula-
tions (complieswith, conforms to, standardised, etc.).
25% of these descriptions revert to the space type
of the activity type in which they will be housed (an
adapted treatment, the attenuation will be adapted
accordingly, etc.) and 14% describe the desired
acoustic quality (reinforced, optimal, of quality, etc).
Only 20% of the acoustic description are quantita-
tive (attenuation: 60 dB, 43 dB, etc). Thus, 80% of
the acoustic requirements refer to standards and en-

gineering.
Qualitative requirements gather descriptions

that define the overall ambiance of a space. This an-
alytic work has enabled this study to identify quali-
tative descriptions very commonly used in the pro-
gramming phase. These descriptions concern: the
coating type of a space or space-type (marble, tiles,
parquet, etc.), the acoustic attenuation (which must
complies with standards), the thermal needs (must
be air conditioned, will be heated, etc.), the re-
quired ventilation (natural or mechanical), among
other things.

It should be noted that qualitative and topolog-
ical requirements include essentially qualitative de-
scriptions, which are generally given in binary and
opposite representations (e.g. interior exterior, main
secondary, direct indirect, artificial natural, etc).

Topological requirements include only qualita-
tive descriptions. Qualitative requirements are more
important then topological ones as 71% of the de-
scriptions relate to spatial quality. They include not
only qualitative description, but also some quanti-
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tative ones (e.g. the required temperature (°C) in a
space, the ventilation flow (m3/h), the sound attenu-
ation (dB), the solar radiation (wh/m²), etc) alongwith
other typological descriptions, like types of coatings,
spot lights, stores, among others.

All these descriptions are useful during the de-
sign phases to assist the design evolution process
in taking into account both measurable and non-
measurable requirements. To further illustrate our
results, the diagrams presented above were sum-
marised in a single diagram (Figure. 2) based only
on significant percentages. To descry the relevant
descriptions of spatial requirements, we have de-
fined a percentage threshold (10%) below which de-
scriptions were not taken into consideration. Based
on this final diagram, the next section consists of
the representation of the identified relevant require-
ments in a space data model.

Figure 2
Topological and
qualitative
requirements
summarised
diagram

A SPACE MODEL INCLUDING NON-
GEOMETRICAL QUALITATIVE AND TOPO-
LOGICAL REQUIREMENTS
This section presents our view of how relevant spa-
tial requirements can be accommodated in the same

schema and how can they be related to spaces.
In addition to <Geometrical> spatial require-

ments (area, width, ceiling height, etc.), <quantity>
requirements and <Occupancy> requirements, our
space model (Figure 3) includes also <Qualitative>
and <Topological> requirements as classified in the
previous section. Proposed space model consists of
two instances: the Requirements Model and the De-
sign Model.

In the Requirements Model, a <Space> should
satisfy a set of requirements according to its <Space
Type>, <Space SubType>,<Activity type> or <Activ-
ity SubType>. For example, in a university, the space
“Pedagogical depot-003” should satisfy topological
qualitative descriptions imposed by its <space type>
as a “Depot” (All depots will have direct access from
the common traffic). It should also satisfy those re-
quired by its <Space SubType> as a “Pedagogical de-
pot” (Pedagogical depots for the storage of teaching
materials must be contiguous to classrooms and ac-
cessible directly from them). Thus, the space “Ped-
agogical depot-001” must satisfy both of those re-
quirements. Its final topological requirements would
be as follows: contagious to a classroom, access from
the classroom, and access from the common traffic.
Thus, requirements with qualitative descriptions are
cumulative.

On the other hand, a <Space> should also sat-
isfy a set of requirements according to the <Activ-
ity Type> or <Activity SubType>. For the same ex-
ample of a college, the <SpaceType> “Classroom”
should satisfy requirements imposed by its <Activity
type> “Having Class” (a natural lighting is required)
and those required by its <Activity SubType> “watch-
ing projection” that necessitates stores to minimise
the natural lighting. The resulting requirements here
will be: natural lighting, equipped with stores.

In the Design Model, architectural <Space> has
three types of data classified as follows:<General>
data, which indicates general properties of space
(e.g. ID, GUID, name, etc.).<Geometrical> data, which
groups geometrical properties of space (e.g. length,
width, ceiling height, position, etc.) and <Quantity>
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Figure 3
Schema of space
data model,
including identified
qualitative and
topological
requirements

data, which gives the location of space in the entire
model.

CONCLUSION
The overall goal of this research is to assist de-
signers in providing architecture that satisfy non-
geometrical requirements described during the pro-
gramming phase, especially topological and qualita-
tive ones. Those requirements are implicitly known
by designers and architects in current collaborative
usages, since the absence of qualitative information
within BIM models is currently evident.

We have attempted in this paper to provide a
structural approach of the relevant topological and
qualitative requirements necessary to be taken into
consideration in collaborative usages. This approach
had allowed us to propose a data modelling all infor-
mation about spaces, their requirements and proper-
ties. A futureworkwill focus on new collaborative us-
ages allowingdesigners to addandmanage topolog-
ical and qualitative spatial requirements during the
design phases.
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Design practitioners face an increased pressure to design low energy buildings
because of the need to reduce the carbon emissions of the built environment. As a
response, building performance simulation tools (BPS) have been created for
designers to facilitate the decision-making and help them to propose low energy
buildings. This paper is based on a research that adopted ethnographic research
to conduct a case study comparison and explore how BPS tools were deployed by
designers during real-time design process. The research adopted a constructivist
approach informed by philosophy of technology and human computer interaction
theories to reveal what designers were doing during the design process as
opposed to what they should be doing according to best practice advice. This
paper focuses on the application of ethnographic methods and brings attention to
the advantages, challenges and limitations of adopting ethnographic research to
investigate the `context of use of tools'. The discussion of the method brings
attention to the context of use of tools as the departure point to develop a range of
solutions for design support.

Keywords: building performance simulation, design tool, design process, energy
performance, ethnography, social context

INTRODUCTION
There has been a rapid growth in the number of BPS
tools that fit all the stages of the design process (from
early to advanced design), to be deployed by differ-
ent practitioners: architects, building services engi-
neers andenergy specialists. While thebenefits of us-
ing BPS tools in the design process are widely recog-
nised, building designers face several challenges to
incorporate BPS tools in the design process (Zapata-
Lancaster and Tweed 2016; Alsaadani and Bleil de

Souza 2012). The use of BPS tools in routine de-
sign process is likely to be limited and their poten-
tial impact as design-aid remains latent (Clarke et al.,
2008), suggesting a gap in the practical use of BPS
tools by designers (Macdonald et al., 2005). Research
on performance gaps (discrepancy between the as-
designed intentions and the actual building perfor-
mance during operation) suggest the failure of as-
designed performance calculations to represent the
performance of the building in use anddiscrepancies
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due to different factors (Van Drokenlaar et al 2016).
The study of design support tools for practitioners
has been carried using questionnaires, interviews
and focus groups. Despite the important contribu-
tions of those approaches, they are limited in provid-
ing an in-depth analysis of the context where design-
ers operate. The context of use is likely to affect the
way BPS tools are invoked in the design process, as
highlightedby theZeroCarbonHub (2010): “...perfor-
mance issues are more much more concerned with
the processes and cultures within the industry than
with the model that is used to predict carbon emis-
sions”. Therefore, the purpose of this ethnographic
study was to reveal in detail the context where de-
signers operate and how they inform the low energy
building design; including design process aspects,
knowledge aspects and tool deployment aspects.
The study aimed to investigate in detail how BPS
tools were used in the real-time routine design pro-
cess (dodesign teamsuseBPS tools as recommended
by best practice advice, as expected by the BPS tool
developers ?) and more importantly, why were BPS
tools used that way (understanding that can inform
the development and improvement of tools, identifi-
cation of design support needs that could translate
into tool improvement and/or the identification of
features and capabilities as perceived by the users).
This paper discusses the use of ethnographic meth-
ods to investigate the ‘context of use of BPS tools’.
The reflection about the application of ethnographic
methods as a way to engage with the users aims to
encourage the debate about how the researcher and
tool development community engagewith the antic-
ipated users to understand their needs and solutions
for design support.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Philosophy of technology and human-computer
interaction perspectives question tool-centric ap-
proaches that reduce human action and problem-
solving to deterministic models where the tools fit
into processes regardless of the features of the con-
text where they are incorporated. Winograd and

Flores (1987) argue that technologies become part
of the pre-existing network of human interactions.
Therefore, the context should be considered to un-
derstand how technologies fit and change the net-
work where they are used (Winograd and Flores,
1987). Conventional ways of thinking that assume
that technologies fit as forecasted by the tool devel-
opers are likely to be misleading because they ne-
glect the interaction between tool and user in the
context of use (Borgman 2004). In this sense, Gib-
son’s concept of affordances is relevant to highlight
the potential of an object to enable action (Gibson
1979). Affordances relate to the inherent character-
istics of objects, to the ways that users perceive the
potential of objects to enable or deter action and the
enactment of different sets of actions. Affordances
are latent and their realisation requires the ‘associa-
tion of objects and situatedness’ (Hodder, 2012). In
other words, whilst objects have the potential to fa-
cilitate action; the user and the context of use play a
role in the ways objects are deployed.

The affordance of objects and the situatedness
are part of the relativity of the relations human-
technology and culture-technology (Ihde, 2004).
While technologies provide a ‘framework for action’;
they are defined by existing patterns of use, inten-
tions and preferences. Ihde (2004) uses the term
‘double ambiguity’ to refer to the dichotomy be-
tween ‘trajectories of development’ and the ‘instru-
mental intentionalities’ of objects. The trajectories
of development are the ways how users use the tool
while the instrumental intentionalities are the uses
anticipated by tool developers. Ihde argues that the
intended uses of tools outlined by their developers
have little effect on the subsequent history of the tool
because theuser candevelop a variety of uses includ-
ing ones thatmight not have been anticipated by the
developers (Ihde, 2004). Idhe’s argument does not
negate the technical properties of objects; it simply
draws attention to the idea that tool’s properties are
part of relativity of the human-technology relation-
ship.

In architectural and engineering research, a
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number of precedents have addressed the use of
tools from a perspective that acknowledges the
human-tool juncture. For instance, Bucciarelli (2002)
suggest that artefacts facilitate the communication,
negotiation, learningand living the languageof engi-
neering. Bucciarelli (2002) argues that tools are part
of the construction of common understandings and
praxis. Similarly, Berente et al. (2010) point out that
new tools are introduced to old systems and rou-
tines, leading to new configurations of practice while
Coyne et al (2002) use the ’evolutionarymetaphor’ to
highlight thedynamicnatureofdevices and the com-
plex ecology of devices to refer to notions such as
derivation, improvement, survival, suitability to pur-
pose, adaptation, inheritance of features, and recom-
bination. Those arguments suggest that tools are
part of complex processes and the relationships they
establish as individuals within groups. Tweed (2001)
looks at the early introduction of CAD in design prac-
tice and suggests that the stereotypical and totalis-
ing view that represents the end-user as a single type
of designer fails to consider the beliefs, norms, val-
ues andhistory of end-users that fall outside the ideal
type. Simplified assumptions about the way prac-
titioners engage in problem-solving may be limited
because they are prone to focus on a typical or ra-
tional ’ways of doing’ that could overlook (tacit) fea-
tures of practice. This aspect has been addressed by
Chastain et al (2002) and Harty (2008). Chastain et
al (2002 p.239) suggest that the properties of tools
are inferred from the tool developers’ assumptions of
praxis so when a new technology is adopted, a dys-
functional relationship might emerge between tools
and tasks. Tool developers embed assumptions and
constraints about the intended users which enable
and deter the ways how tools are used (Harty, 2008).

These literatures contest the ideaof ‘ready-made’
tools and suggest that tools are used in relation to
their cultural and social dimensions beyond their in-
herent capabilities. In spite of the artefactual proper-
ties of tools, the users are prone to manipulate their
properties in use, deploying the tools for purposes
other than those anticipated by the tool developer.

Tools for low carbon design are in this sense no dif-
ferent to any other tools and could be similarly af-
fected by the social context. The term ‘social context’
refers to the physical and social location where peo-
ple interact and develop as part of the group. It com-
prises the beliefs, paradigms, motivations, attitudes,
habits, repeated patterns of action that unfold dur-
ing the interactions between individuals (Berger and
Luckmann 1967). This research acknowledges that
the concerns emerging in the design process could
influence the potential and perceived affordances of
tools, their roles and their patterns of use as com-
pared towhat is expectedbybest practice advice and
by models that recommend the ‘correct’ use of BPS
tools by designers.

RESEARCHMETHODOLOGY
In order to investigate what people do in real time
design process, the study adopted a theoretic frame-
work based on propositions fromphilosophy of tech-
nology and human-computer interaction theories
(section above) and develop empirical work using an
ethnographic approach. Ethnography is a qualita-
tive researchmethod that enables the studyofmean-
ings and experience engendered in the social milieu
of a group (Hammersley and Atkinson 1995; Silver-
man 2005; Bryman 2008). The locus of the ethno-
graphic analysis is culture. It allows the exploration
of ‘the social issues and the behaviours that are not
clearly understood’ (Angrosino 2007 p.26) by consid-
ering the influence of the social context in the cre-
ation of meanings, attitudes and beliefs held by a
group (Lecompte and Schensul 1999 p.58).

In design research, ethnography has been used
as methodological approach to study practitioners
in design and construction; for example, Bucciarelli
1998; Lloyd and Deasley 1998; Baird et al 2000; Ball
and Ormerod 2000; Button 2000; Gorse and Emmitt
2007, to cite few. In the ethnographic study about
migrant constructionworkers, Pink et al (2010 p. 658)
argue that ‘ethnographic research can make visible
informal (or unofficial) worlds of action, interactions
and ways of knowing that can easily slip under the
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industry (or official) horizons of notice’.
The study analysed in-depth the design pro-

cesses of six non-domestic buildings located in Eng-
land andWales by four sustainable architecture prac-
tices. The study investigated how designers used
tools to embed energy performance during routine
design process. Building upon the principles of qual-
itative research (Denzin and Lincoln 1998; 2008; Sil-
verman 2006; Creswell 1998), purposeful sampling
was done based on communities of practice criteria
. The investigation analysed the conceptual and de-
tailed design phases. The delivery and construction
phaseswere outside the scope. However, the aspects
related to delivery, construction and operation were
considered in that they overlap to thedesignprocess.
The main research participants were the architects.
Other design teammemberswere included to depict
the dynamics and richness of the process.

The ethnography study was conducted for
twelve to twenty-onemonths per case study. It com-
prised an average of seventy five hours per architec-
ture firm distributed in eighteen to twenty five visits
per firm. The data collectionmethods included inter-
views, non-participant observation (ie in meetings,
design team exercises), document analysis, shadow-
ing of work, visits of construction sites. The perfor-
mance targets and BREEAM credentials of the case
studies are described in table 1.

ETHNOGRAPHIC FINDING RELATED TO
BPS TOOL USE DURING THE DESIGN PRO-
CESS
COMPLIANCE V PERFORMANCE-BASED
PROCESS
The use of ethnographic research enabled the iden-
tification of challenges faced by designers to use BPS
tools as recommended by best practice advice (fur-
ther reading: BSRIA Building Services Research and
Information Association 2009. BSRIA BG4. The Soft-
landings framework for better briefing, design, han-
dover and building performance in-use. Retrieved
from http:www.bsria.co.uk/services/design/soft-
landings/s) . The data suggests that BPS tools were

not consistently deployed as recommended by best
practice advice. BPS tools were not consistently de-
ployed as expected by BPS tool developers (ie in
early design stage, to compare design options, etc)
(For further details, see Zapata-Lancaster and Tweed
2016). All of the research participants were work-
ing in sustainable architecture firms and designing
low energy buildings; yet, the project drivers such
as cost, construction time and buildability featured
as priorities for decision-making, compromising the
energy performance intentions of design teams in
some of the case studies. The project drivers of the
wider stakeholders (ie. client and construction team)
affected the prevalence of the energy target and the
use of BPS tools during the design process. As illus-
trated, by the following quotes, energy performance
is unlikely to be an explicit requirement even in low
energy buildings:

Building Services Engineer 2: ‘the client could
not confirmwhether cost, quality or timewas ofmost
importance’

The client referring to low energy design targets:
Client 1: ‘if it is not a compulsory requirement, we do
not want it’

The ethnographic work enabled the continuous
observationsof thedifferentways that BPS toolswere
invoke in the design process in the context of rou-
tine design process. In the case studies (projects de-
signed by architects with experience in sustainabil-
ity), there were two types of engagement with BPS
tools for energy purposes: use of BPS tools prompted
by compliance (namely, compliance-only process)
and performance-based use of BPS tools (pervasive
and consistent use for design decision-making). The
level of engagement was observed in the long-term
non-participant observation and discussed with the
participants during follow-up interviews. The real-
time use of BPS tools in relation to the deliverables
and the project drivers was a key ethnographic find-
ing that illustrates a facet of the processes and cul-
tures within the building industry.
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Table 1
Energy
performance
targets and
BREEAM credentials
in the case studies

BPS IN COMPLIANCE-ONLY PROCESS-
CHALLENGES
The aim of the compliance-only process was mainly
to produce as-designed estimation models to
demonstrate that the energy regulatory require-
ments were met. In this situation, BPS tools were
invoked only in the light of policy requirements
(planning application, building control application)
to produce the evidence to estimate the as-designed
performance. In that situation, BPS tools were not
used to inform the decision making. BPS tools were
used fine-tune an already designed building. In
the compliance-only circumstance, the use of user
friendly design tools was irrelevant because rapid
decision making during early design was done on
the basis of experience and heuristics (ie rules of
thumb, adopting design strategies that were used in
previous designs). The main challenges in the use of
BPS in the context of compliance only, as perceived
by research participants:

1) BPS tools did not afford quick estimation in
early design.

2) BPS toolswere too time consuming in detailed
design to be deployed in parallel to decision mak-

ing (ie. effort for modelling input and computational
time for calculation).

3) BPS tools were perceive as an ‘investigation
exercise of energy performance’ rather than an aid
for decision making when the priorities are reducing
capital cost and time on site.

BPS, A COMMUNICATION TOOL IN THE
PERFORMANCE DIALOGUE
In the performance-based process, BPS tools were
used to inform the performance dialogue as recom-
mended by best practice advice. BPS tools and their
results were part of the design negotiations and the
decision-making throughout thedesignprocess. The
as-designed estimation informed the design strate-
gies from early design to detailed design.

Interestingly, there was a communication role
played by BPS tools to facilitate the dialogue about
energy performance within the design team and be-
tween the design team members and other stake-
holders and decision-makers in the process:

1) Communication within the design team:
the energy expert/simulationist conducted the as-
designed estimation and took the results to codesign
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sessions with other design team members ie. archi-
tects, acoustic engineers, architectural technologist
in order to decide how different strategies affected
different requirements (ie specificationofwindows in
relation to glare, sound protection, heat gains)

2) Communication (education) of the wider
stakeholders: the design teamsused the as-designed
estimations to illustrate the potential benefits of low
energy strategies in relation to metrics/aspects that
clients were concerned about for example, opera-
tional cost. The following excerpt illustrates the BPS
use to communicate with the client:

Building Services Engineer 3a: ‘They [the clients]
wanted to have the PVs on and all those things. They
[the clients] wanted to knowhowmuch it would save
thempotentially off their bills because they get just a
set budget every year to run andmaintain the school,
so obviously themorewe can reduce the energy con-
sumption, the more they can spend on text books
and things like that for the kids.’

This communication aspect with the clients, sug-
gests that the energy metrics obtained by BPS tools
are ‘translated’ to concerns that are more relevant to
the stakeholder. For example, the designers in one of
the case studies had developed a tool, the energy bill
saving estimator. It was a spreadsheet that calculates
the weekly costs associated to the energy consump-
tion for space heating, water heating and lighting.
The weekly costs were aggregated and compared to
the basic income of the user to determine the per-
centage of basic income likely to be used to pay the
energybills. The clientsweremore compelled to sup-
port lowenergy strategies if they could link their ben-
efits to potential savings during operation.

3) Communication between the simulation-
ist/energy expert/design teams and the contractor:
to link the as-designed performance intentions to ac-
tions required from the other teammembers to facil-
itate the achievement of as-designed intentions. The
BPS results were used to produce evidence about the
need of certain performance specifications in build-
ing materials and standards on site:

Architect 4b: ‘There’s a reason why the building

is like that, you know. And I think [achieving a low
carbon building] it’s about educating people. I feel
that contractors don’t understand what [architects]
we’ve been doing, to the depths that we’ve taken it.
So you have someone, like well, we can do a frame
in steel because it’s cheaper. Hang on a sec, no, no,
the frame isn’t just there to support the building, the
frameactually has other parts toplay in thewhole en-
vironmental model of what the building is. Yeah, and
I think that’s shown when we get the questions go-
ing, can we use this as an alternative? And you go,
well it doesn’t work for this reason, that reason and
that reason. I can see you want to use it because it
looks the same, but that’s where the similarity ends.
So it’s about educating them [the contractors] to re-
ally understand ... beingmore attentive to things like
that.’

USERS OF BPS TOOLS
In alignment with Lawson’s notion of the de-
signer’s problem solving preferences (Lawson 1997)
-preference for quick understanding over numbers-,
this work found that no architect in any of the case
studies used BPS tools or any quantifiable method
to estimate performance. User friendly ‘early design’
tools were not used to inform decision making:

Architect: ‘It’s about basic principles; do you
need software to tell you that?’

Even the Building Services Engineers acknowl-
edged using experience and heuristics for early
decision-making:

Building Services Engineer: ‘We sort of start
talking about the low carbon strategies quite early
with them without any calculation so it is quite
experience-based in a way. We look at the orienta-
tion, the form, themassing, the things that you could
dowithout the calculations, the things that you know
that will work. It is done in that way, it is more quali-
tative than quantitative...’

Another interesting aspect is that the estimation
of energyperformancewasperceived tobe aduty for
the energy specialist. Generally, there was an energy
specialist or simulationist in the design teamwhode-
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ployed BPS tools as requested (either only for compli-
ance or throughout the design process for decision-
making). Even within the building services engineer-
ing field, it was suggested that the increasingly ambi-
tious energy goals required by legislation were lead-
ing to the creation of a ‘sub-expertise’ in BPS tools:

Building Services Engineer 2: ‘Even in our dis-
cipline [building services engineering], there is sub-
expertise with people who can produce models and
worry about Part L and the other engineerswhohave
not been trained in producing models who will rely
on the modelling group...’

These aspects bring attention as to whether the
move towards the widespread use of BPS tools by
practitioners is bringing to question the knowledge
and expertise of different practitionerswithin the de-
sign team . (further reference, see Dreyfus (2004)

AS-DESIGNED PERFORMANCE ESTIMA-
TIONBYBPS TOOLSAFTERDESIGNPHASE
Thereweremixed views about the extent towhat the
results of BPS tools represented the performance of
future buildings. There was a generalised concern
among research participants that the as-designed
estimations did not reflect the in-use performance
and that there were connections between the as-
designed estimation and the building performance
in further stages of the building lifecycle process
(construction -as-built performance; operation -in-
use performance). This resulted in conflicting views
where the designers perceived that BPS tools were
theoretical or compliance-only instruments. The as-
designed performance estimation was regarded as
an uncertain representation of performance unlikely
to be met during construction and operation. In
other words, the BPS tools were seen as limited for
the appraisal of performance due to the uncertainty
embedded in the as-designed evaluation in relation
to as-built and in-use performance.

Architect 2: ‘How reliable is the use of advanced
simulation tools?’

Architect 4b: ‘You’ll never reach the [energy] tar-
get; it’s some kind of false target really. It’s uncon-

trollable, because you can’t control people. You can
control lights to a degree; you can obviously control
heating and ventilation. But on the modeling we’ve
managed to reach the target and that’s completely
right if no one is going to switch a plug.’

Building Services Engineer 2: ‘Sometimes I
strongly disagree with simulation and its pretty pic-
tures... is this helping to understand or just generat-
ing pretty pictures, images of performance that can’t
be mapped against actual energy use?’

REFLECTION OF THEMETHOD
The discussion few of the ethnographic findings of
the main study presented in the previous section re-
veals the challenges in adopting BPS tools in the re-
lation to the context of use ie. project drivers (reduc-
ing cost more important than energy performance
during operation). In situationswhere energy perfor-
mance was not an explicit project requirement, the
designers could use BPS tools for compliance-only
purpose (no/minimum use of BPS tools to inform
decision-making) or to support the performance dia-
logue between stakeholders (using BPS tools to com-
municate within the design team and beyond). The
ethnographic research enabled to identify some of
the solutions devised by designers to ’align visions’
of different stakeholders in performance-based pro-
cess. In cases where BPS tools were used to mediate
the communicationwith the ’non-energy expert’, BPS
toolswere used to provide evidence and to ’translate’
energy metrics to concerns that were relevant to dif-
ferent stakeholders who participated in the decision-
making process ie. cost savings in operation can
be invested in other expenditures (client-user ’s con-
cern); buildability and standards site needed tomeet
as-built energy performance (contractor’s concern).
Yet, there is a generalised concern about the credi-
bility of as-designed estimations (and BPS results) in
relation to discrepancies with as-built and in-use per-
formance.

The key advantages of the ethnographic ap-
proach is that it enabled the comparisonof case stud-
ies of design in action to identify the commonali-
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ties and differences in the design process enacted
by designers, including how BPS tools were used in
everyday design process (bottom up understanding
of the circumstances that facilitate and that inter-
fere with the use of BPS tools by designers). The
use of theoretical informed propositions fromphilos-
ophy of technology and human-computer interac-
tion allowed the focused investigation of design pro-
cesses without imposing any research agenda. Yet,
the use of these theories enabled a focused construc-
tivist investigation to identify the participant’s views
and experiences in real-time design process. The
ethnographic engagement helped the researcher to
avoid out-of-context interviews, observations, retro-
spective accounts, self-accounts and snapshots of
the process so the use of BPS tools was linked to the
concerns and drivers of the different stakeholders in
the process (within and beyond the design team)-
cultures and processes-.

Thedisadvantageof ethnographicwork is the re-
sources need to conduct the investigation: length
of the immersion, access to the research setting,
time/budget constraints, commitment of the re-
search participants, asymmetry of data collected
across the case studies (specific to comparative
ethnographic studies). Qualitative researchmethods
where the researcher creates scenarios and prompts
problem-solving situations which prompt compar-
isons and consideration of real circumstances are al-
ternatives to ethnographic work; for example board
games, scenario setting during focus groups. These
methods can help to identify situations, challenges
and solutions that build upon the participants’ expe-
riences, requiring less resources in terms of time and
access to participants than ethnography.

CONCLUSIONS
The ethnographic method enables an in-depth un-
derstanding of how processes unfold (behaviours,
actions) as experienced by participants; and, more
importantly, why that happens. In relation to this
work, the detailed field data is relevant to illustrate
the complex practices that surround the adoption of

BPS tools in building design. The field data suggest
that the project-specific circumstances, the drivers
of the process, the regulatory panorama determine
howthedesignprocessdevelopsover time; and, how
the design teams engage with BPS tools during the
design process.

However, the reader should be cautious in trans-
posing these findings to other situations. Transfer-
ability of the field finding is one of the potential lim-
itations of ethnographic work. The specific circum-
stances and processes are not prescriptive or predic-
tive of other case studies. The findings are specific
to the context of analysis, to the specific case stud-
ies. Yet, in reporting indetail the circumstances of the
case studies, participants, research design and anal-
ysis, the reader can understand the research circum-
stances and what it means to the wider context. Ul-
timately, the detailed descriptions of how BPS tools
are used and why it happens in such way have a
global relevance ingenerating insights aligned toHCI
propositions: BPS tools are not ‘ready-made tools’,
the designers use tools in unexpected ways in rela-
tion to the context of use. Ultimately, this ethno-
graphic work has identified some of the challenges
faced by design teams. It illustrates existing prob-
lems and solutions which can be the source of inspi-
ration for the provision of design support, whether
that is realised by low tech or high solutions.
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